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Introduction:
Service members who have been deployed overseas are likely to encounter many forms of head trauma as a result of their military service. Immediate, severe consequences of these head traumas are relatively rare, with most events leading to either no acute symptoms, or to symptoms that resolve within days to weeks (e.g., a classic concussion). Over the last decade or so, there has been increasing interest in developing objective methods for identifying when a brain injury has occurred, and gauging the potential long-term consequences of such injuries. Although military head trauma is common, and often occurs more than once for a single person (Hoge, et al.; 2008) , there is much left to learn regarding which traumas produce brain injuries, and how such injuries may affect the function of the brain in the short-and long-term.
It has been hypothesized that moderate and severe traumatic brain injuries (as defined by the symptoms present at the time of the event) may increase the risk for individuals to present with Alzheimer's dementia in late life, (Mortimer, et al.; 1991; Sivanandam and Thakur; and that repetitive milder injuries (concussive or even subconcussive) may produce a different disorder, known as chronic traumatic encephalopathy, or CTE . While trauma-related neurodegeneration has been most extensively studied for blunt traumas, there are suggestions that blast trauma may also result in issues later in life (Huber, et al.; McKee and Robinson; Omalu, et al.; Trotter, et al.; . Histopathological studies, when available, have identified the protein tau as a key feature of these trauma-related neurodegenerative pathologies, and so for this study, we utilize increased uptake of a PET tracer for tau (T807/AV-1451) as evidence of potential long-term consequences of head trauma.
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A A difficulty for studying military head trauma is that deployed individuals are simultaneously at high risk for many types of head trauma, of various etiologies and severities. Thus, in cases where evidence of trauma-related neurodegeneration appears for an individual, it is likely that they have been exposed to many types of head trauma throughout their life. While the blunt traumas encountered by military personnel (e.g., motor vehicle accidents, falls, fights, etc.) are quite comparable to those encountered in civilian life, the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have been notable for the extensive use of explosive weaponry (Belmont Jr, et al.; , and the resulting blast injuries are, for the most part, unique to the military. Neuroimaging studies of Veterans with blast exposure suggest that blunt and blast traumas may have different effects on brain structure and function (Fischer, et al.; 2015a; Trotter, et al.; . For each of these etiologies, the complete cascade of biochemical and neurobiological events resulting in acute brain injuries are unclear, and the threshold at which head trauma may initiate this cascade is not known. Most diagnostic guidelines utilize duration of acute symptoms (such as loss-of-consciousness, altered mental state, and post-traumatic amnesia) to categorize the severity of brain injuries, (The Management of Concussion/mTBI Working Group; 2009), however, these acute symptoms may not be predictive of long-term neuropsychiatric problems. Neuroimaging studies of individuals following head trauma have demonstrated that notable changes in immediate mental status may not be necessary to produce changes in brain physiology following blast exposure 2012a; 2015a; Taber, et al.; Trotter, et al.; or blunt trauma 2012b; Breedlove, et al.; Koerte, et al.; Poole, et al.; 2015b) .
The current study seeks to understand if one or more of the various aspects of military-related head trauma are associated with evidence of tau accumulation in the brain. We utilized [ 18 F]-T807/AV1451 (Flortaucipir) (Chien, et al.; Xia, et al.; , a tau-binding PET tracer in a sample of primarily military Veterans (n=17) drawn from those enrolled in TRACTS (McGlinchey, et al.) . TRACTS is a large prospective longitudinal cohort study of Veterans who served in OEF/OIF/OND. Using data from comprehensive structured interviews of head trauma suffered across the lifespan (Fortier, et al.) from the larger cohort, we identified types of head trauma and then sought to determine which, if any, of these types of head trauma were associated with tracer uptake .
Materials and Methods:
2. Images were acquired dynamically after injection for 1.5-2 hours (depending on the participant). We utilized a combination of in-house and vendor-provided software for MR/PET data processing and image reconstruction. The images were reconstructed using a 3D OP-OSEM algorithm accounting for variations in detector efficiency, photon attenuation, and scatter. Output volumes were 1.25mm isotropic with a matrix of 256x256x153 with one 70-minute frame immediately post-injection and 4 x 5-minute frames following that. The five-minute PET images were registered to the MRI anatomical image with the 70-minute frame as a mid-point using AFNI (Cox) . An average frame was generated from the 4 five-minute frames (70-90 minutes postinjection) and registered to both surface-based and volume-based template spaces using FreeSurfer (Fischl, et al.) and AFNI respectively. Participants who moved more than 2.5 mm (2 voxels) over the 20-minute frame were excluded. The isthmus of the cingulate, as defined by FreeSurfer's aparc parcellation (Dale, et al.) , was used as a reference region rather than the more commonly utilized cerebellum (Wooten, et al.; 2017) , as many participants with significant blast exposure had high uptake in the cerebellum, making it inappropriate as a reference region. Conversely, the cingulate was found to have consistently low uptake across our sample (relative to other brain regions). Activity in the isthmus cingulate was calculated by sampling within the cortex and averaging the two hemispheres. SUVRs were calculated at the regional, voxel-wise and vertex-wise levels.
With a young cohort, levels of tracer uptake are not expected to be high, so regional averages were employed first to detect small changes over larger areas. Surface-based alignment (vertex-wise) was utilized to assess if there were changes relative to curvature of the cortical folds, as these have been implicated in CTE, or near grey-white boundaries, as implicated in histological studies of Veterans with blast injury (Shively, et al.) . As surface-based analyses do not include sub-cortical regions, volume-based analyses were employed as well. Images were smoothed at 4mm 3 in the volume or at 5mm 2 along the surface.
2.4. Head Trauma Assessment: Head trauma was assessed with the BAT-L (Fortier, et al.) semi-structured interview, which assessed lifetime history of head trauma events. In the larger cohort of TRACTS baseline visits (n=500), participants were excluded if they were flagged by consensus of doctoral-level psychologists for neurologic, cognitive, or psychiatric reasons, or if they failed the MSVT, indicating their self-report may not be accurate. This resulted in n=428 participants being included in the factor analysis. Certain measures within the BAT-L were not normally distributed (i.e. skewed) and were thus transformed via square root or logarithmic transform prior to factor analysis (see Table 2 ). Factors were computed using SAS, with no a priori PET study participants were assigned factor score beta weights based on the factor weightings generated from the larger cohort and their head trauma assessment collected with their PET scan. For participants in the PET study, these scores were still skewed, and so they were transformed to ranks for all statistical tests to mitigate influential points. This assessment included a CAPS IV (Blake, et al.) to assess their current severity of PTSD symptoms. The CAPS interview was also used to determine if participants met criteria for a current diagnosis of PTSD, using DSM IV criteria. Additionally, PCL ratings (Weathers, et al.; 1993) were acquired for each participant if their last PTSD assessment was more than 30 days old. Clinical assessments also included the DASS (Henry and Crawford; 2005) and the SCID (First, et al.; 1996) , which addressed depression, anxiety, and substance use; the LDH (Skinner and Sheu; 1982) to assess history of alcohol use; and the DRRI (King, et al.; 2006) to assess combat experience.
2.6. Statistical Analysis: Associations between T807 uptake and head trauma history were assessed in multiple ways. First, at the regional, voxel-wise, and vertexwise levels, SUVRs were compared to head trauma factor scores using general linear models. At the vertex-wise and voxel-wise levels (that is, on the cortical surface and in the volume, respectively), potentially relevant covariates, including age, PCL, DASS-Depression score, and weight-corrected LDH were also included in the model to assess if
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any other prevalent clinical or demographic factor in this population was better able to explain the effects than the head trauma measures.
The reference region we utilized to generate the SUVRs was non-standard, and so we performed an additional analysis for validation. We confirmed the spatial patterns of uptake identified in SUVR analyses through the use of ICA. SUVs from each subject (without taking a ratio) were concatenated into a participant series and submitted to FSL's melodic tool for ICA (Beckmann and Smith) , resulting in a set of maps describing each component, and a component score for each participant associated with each component. After the initial ICA analysis, components likely to be noise were identified by assessing correlations between component scores and known nuisance factors including age, administered tracer dose, motion during the scan, and specific activity of the dose. Components identified as likely noise were then regressed from the participant series and the resulting 'denoised' series was resubmitted to the ICA and compared to factors of head trauma. This approach is commonly used in functional MRI analyses, and it has also been used to assess subject-level variation in PET data (Di, et al.) .
For each analysis, corrections for multiple comparisons were applied. In the cortical region analysis, rates of significant associations were compared to the expected rate of chance associations (3.2 cortical regions out of 64). For the vertex-wise and voxelwise analysis, false detection rate corrections were applied using AFNI. Finally, in the ICA, Bonferroni corrections were applied to the 12 head trauma comparisons (4 components x 3 factors).
Results:
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3.1 Participant Characterization: As expected based on findings in the larger TRACTS cohort, (McGlinchey, et al.) the Veterans in our study with (and without) military-related head trauma also presented with other psychiatric and behavioral conditions, and multiple instances of blunt or blast trauma were common. Participants who completed the PET session are described in Table 1 .
Head Trauma Factors:
The sample of participants able to enroll in the PET study was not large enough to examine all aspects of the complex lifetime history of head trauma assessed in the BAT-L interview. Thus, a factor analysis was employed for dimension reduction. Three factors resulted in an eigenvalue greater than 1.0. We named these factors as follows: Factor 1 -Blast Exposure, Factor 2 -Symptom Duration, and
Factor 3 -Blunt Concussions. Weightings of each input variable from the BAT-L (Fortier, et al.) on each factor are described in Table 2 . These factor weightings, which were calculated in the larger TRACTS cohort, were applied to the assessment of head trauma history from the BAT-L nearest to the PET scan. This resulted in each PET study participant having a beta weight for each of the head trauma factors.
3.3. T807 measurements: T807/AV-1451 has been most commonly utilized in studies of older adults in order to study dementia (Johnson, et al.; Marquié, et al.; 2017) . Few studies have examined the tracer's behavior in individuals in the age range of the participants in our study, and so we present images of the data collected for two representative young participants, with different levels of head trauma history (Figure 1 ). were correlated with the Blast Exposure factor are displayed in Figure 2 .
As previous work has demonstrated blast-associated histological findings specific to the grey-white matter boundary (Shively, et al.) , we explored this association further by additionally sampling activity over thinner layers of the cortex at three different cortical depths: in white matter 0.5 -0.2 mm below the grey-white boundary, in grey matter from 0-30% through the cortical ribbon (that is, in grey matter near the grey-white boundary), and in grey matter from 50-80% through the surface. We assessed correlations to Factor 1 -Blast Exposure and found that correlations in grey matter were stronger near the pial surface than near the white matter surface (paired t-test, t 67 = 10.27 p < 0.0001) and stronger in the cortex near the white matter than in the white matter just measurement of uptake at these levels may by strongly affected by partial volume averaging, although there is no reason to expect partial volume effects to be correlated with head trauma.
At the voxel-and vertex-level (that is, registered in the volume and to the cortical surface, respectively), we find similar correlation patterns, with occipital and frontal cortical uptake, as well as with uptake in the cerebellar grey matter. Maps of associations (while co-varying for age) are shown in Figure 3 . Similar to the regional analysis, only
Factor and ligand uptake is that statistical peaks appear to be concentrated at the crests of the gyri. Similar to the analysis of cortical depth, because this tracer binds strongly to skin, there may be partial volume effects at the crests of the gyri, but there is no reason to expect those effects to be associated with history of head trauma.
3.5. Military-related comorbidities: Military service is associated with not only high risk for head trauma, but additionally, multiple comorbid medical, behavioral, and neuropsychiatric conditions. One of the strengths of the TRACTS study is the extensive characterization of the Veteran participants, which allows us to assess the potential influence of other moderating or mediating conditions on our results. We compared T807 SUVRs to Factor 1-Blast Exposure beta weights while controlling for PCL score to assess the potential contribution of PTSD symptoms on the associations described above. We found that PCL was not significantly correlated, and that Factor 1 was still
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A and Factor 1, neither is significant, but the blast exposure factor has a larger effect size than LDH. Thus, no military-related psychiatric factors were better able to explain T807 uptake than Factor 1 -Blast Exposure.
3.6. Independent Components Analysis: Scans from all participants were submitted to an ICA using FSL's melodic tool (Beckmann and Smith) . This technique identifies brain areas that covary across participants, and importantly, does not require a reference region. The purpose of this analysis is largely confirmatory, as we utilized a non-standard reference region for our SUVR analyses described above. Using this technique, we identified 9 components that described 75% of the participant-level variation. Each participant was assigned a weighting for each component, and these correlations between weightings and nuisance variables were then used to identify components associated primarily with variance that is irrelevant to our questions. Five of the nine components were identified as noise, and were regressed from the participant series using FSL's fsl_regfilt. These components were removed because they correlated significantly to one or more of the following variables: age, dose of tracer administered, or total motion over the frame. Correlations to specific activity of the administered radiotracer were also tested, but no components were found to be significantly associated.
The resulting series, after regression of noise components, was resubmitted to the ICA analysis and four components explaining 60% of the variance were calculated to be
A optimal (see Figure 4 and Supplemental Figures 1 and 2) . Post-hoc analysis, while controlling for age, revealed that the first of these components (which accounted for 17.85% of total variance after denoising) was associated with the Factor 1-Blast Exposure (GLM  = 0.13, z = 3.96, p < 0.00004). Similar post-hoc analyses showed no significant relationships between the four ICA-derived components and the Symptom Duration or Blunt Concussion factors after correcting for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni, threshold p < 0.0042). Component 2 was associated with Factor 3 -Blunt Concussion at p < 0.03, and thus may merit further study in a larger sample.
The ICA component was then used to create a mask of regions with a z-score of 2.0 or higher, and the average SUVR was taken for each participant within the mask. For most participants, the average SUVR was between 0.8 and 1.1. For those participants with the highest beta weights in Factor 1 -Blast Exposure, SUVRs were between 1.1 and 1.35. As expected, the correlation between Factor 1 -Blast Exposure and SUVR from the masked region was strong (p < 0.0001).
Discussion:
The data presented in this report suggest that in this small, relatively young cohort of Veterans, elevated T807/AV-1451 PET signal is associated with exposure to blastrelated head trauma, but not to blunt traumas or duration of TBI symptoms. These elevated signals were primarily found in frontal, occipital and cerebellar brain regions.
Although tau has been observed in post-mortem brains of young adults with history of blunt head trauma, (Geddes, et al.; 1999; Williams and Tannenberg; 1996) to our knowledge, this is the first study to report in vivo evidence of elevated tau associated with history of blast trauma. The observation that the effects of blast trauma are different than that of blunt trauma is consistent with other findings in the neuroimaging literature.
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Studies of military
Veterans have suggested that blunt concussions produce different effects on the brain than blast concussions (Fischer, et al.) or even blast exposures 2015a; Taber, et al.; Trotter, et al.; . While it may have been expected that number of symptomatic TBIs or the severity of TBI symptoms would be related to tracer uptake, studies in contact sport cohorts demonstrate that acute concussion symptoms are poor predictors of MR-visible brain changes as well 2012b; Breedlove, et al.; Johnson, et al.; Julian E. Bailes, et al.; Poole, et al.; 2015b; Talavage, et al.; . We note that in our PET study cohort, Factor 1 -Blast Exposure is correlated at 0.90 or above with (log transformed) total number of military blasts, total number of close-range blasts (that is, self-report of blasts within 10 meters) and close-to-mid-range blasts (self-report of blasts within 25 meters). Thus, any of these elements of the blast exposure history are equally likely to be driving the findings of our study. While it may be instructive to more
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A precisely determine which aspects of blast trauma history predict T807 uptake, that is not possible in our sample at this time. Another interesting analysis would be the comparison between blast-exposed participants and controls without blast exposure or history of TBI.
However, this is relatively rare amongst OEF/OIF/OND Veterans and that is reflected in our sample. Only two such controls were able to be recruited into the study.
Anatomic Distribution:
Of note, the anatomical distribution of the significant associations between blast exposures and ligand uptake does not match those described in histopathology studies for either CTE or Alzheimer's Disease. It also does not appear to match that reported in a PET study of individuals at high risk for CTE (Barrio, et al.; . However, it does correspond relatively well to reports of diffusion imaging changes associated with blast neurotrauma (Davenport, et al.; Mac Donald, et al.; .
We do not know that blast-related trauma would be expected to lead to a condition that is strictly analogous to CTE as identified in post-mortem studies of contact sports athletes (McKee and Robinson); it is difficult to know if the biological processes arising from repetitive subconcussive injuries (such as those implicated in CTE) are similar to those arising from blasts (Salat, et al.) . Further, total exposure to neurotrauma may differ across in these cohorts: contact athletes may encounter over 1000 head impacts over a year (Julian E. Bailes, et al.; and continue this for many years, while exposure to more than 100 blasts is relatively rare over the course of a military career (McGlinchey, et al.) .
The mechanisms that might precipitate different outcomes from blunt and blast injuries are unclear. One possible mechanism is cavitation (Nakagawa, et al.) , where a blast pressure wave compresses bubbles of blood gasses that re-expand explosively as the
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A pressure wave subsides. Computer simulations of head-on blasts predict distributions of cavitation injuries (Goeller, et al.; similar to the distributions of PET ligand uptake we have observed. However, we do not know that the blasts experienced by this cohort were head-on. We find that the statistical power of the association is stronger when the images from each participant are aligned by matching sulcal patterns (that is, while using surface-based registration), which could indicate a role for local anatomy in determining the distribution of tau. Further, Blast Exposure-T807 associations are generally more prevalent on the gyri than in the sulci, which is inconsistent with histopathology studies of CTE , and appear to be strongest in cortical layers most distant from white matter. If cavitation is a prevalent mechanism driving the distribution of effects, that may explain why associations were more likely to be observed nearer to the CSF (on the gyri and at the superficial layers of the cortex) although our image resolution may not be sufficient to make a strong claim to that effect. There is also some correspondence between distribution of Blast Exposure-T807 associations and territories served by the anterior and posterior, but not middle, cerebral arteries. While the reasons for this are unclear, work by (Zarrinkoob, et al.; notes that these territories differ in blood volume and redundant collateralization. Future studies will be necessary to understand the role of vascular anatomy in the distribution of tau accumulation. published previously . Consistent with this previous work, we generally see non-specific uptake in the thalamus and basal ganglia only in our older participants and in nuisance maps of age effects (data not shown). Importantly, in older adults there has been histopathological confirmation that increased T807 binding corresponds to deposition of tau, and not to other proteins that may also bind to the tracer (Marquié, et al.; ; such work has not, however, been done in a similarly aged cohort to that studied here. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that increased uptake is related to phenomena other than accumulation of tau, such as binding with other chemicals (e.g., MAO-A or MAO-B), changes in the clearance rate of the tracer, or blood brain barrier compromise. Off-target labeling in the dural venous sinuses has been reported (Lemoine, et al.) , and is of particular concern given the distribution of tracer uptake we observe. Additionally, individual differences in blood flow related to head trauma could produce systematic changes in tracer uptake. We briefly explored this possibility using arterial spin labeling data collected in the same session as the PET data, and present our findings in the supplemental materials. We find no evidence that tracer uptake is being driving by differences in perfusion. However, this and other possibilities must be evaluated in future work utilizing corroborating biomarkers to identify if tau, specifically, is responsible for observed uptake differences. Also of note, even in areas that were identified as being most likely associated with blast neurotrauma, SUVR values were modest at 1.1-1.35, and considerably less than those seen in cases of neurodegenerative disorders. As such, we cannot confidently state that the increase in we can state that there are neurophysiological brain changes associated with blast neurotrauma (and independent of blunt trauma) that merit further study.
One caveat in the interpretation of these results is the type of tau protein we may be able to detect. T807 has been shown to have different binding potential for PHF tau and straight filament tau (Marquié, et al.; . While much of the characterization of the tracer has taken place in Alzheimer's disease, which has prevalent PHF tau, we do not know that trauma-induced tau accumulation would have similar prevalence of PHF tau over straight filament tau, so we do not know the extent to which the sensitivity of the tracer to PHF versus straight tau affects our results. However, this would serve to decrease the likelihood of finding associations with head trauma or underestimate our effect size, and is unlikely to result in false positives.
In other applications, the cerebellum has been validated as a reference region for T807. (Wooten, et al.; 2017) In our cohort, we saw high uptake in the cerebellum, making it a poor choice for a reference. There is no a priori reason to expect the cerebellum to be free of tau in trauma-related neurodegenerations-in fact, cerebellar involvement is consistent with other neuroimaging findings in military blast populations (Mac Donald, et al.) . Instead we conducted SUVR analyses using the isthmus cingulate as a reference region. While the isthmus cingulate appears to be a robust reference region in this sample, it is known to show tau accumulation in many neurodegenerative disorders seen in older adults. Thus, it may not be a suitable reference region for similar studies in older cohorts. For our study, if the isthmus cingulate has tau, this would be likely to underestimate our effects rather than create spurious findings. appeared to be among the regions with the lowest uptake across participants. While there may be some question to the appropriateness of using the isthmus cingulate as a reference, the ICA analysis confirmed the spatial patterns of uptake associations that we saw. The ICA analysis identified spatial patterns of T807 uptake variability that were consistent across individuals. Similar techniques have been used in other PET studies, (Di, et al.; Vogel, et al.; 2017) and are common in functional MRI (Beckmann, et al.; Calhoun, et al.; . Future studies utilizing T807 in older Veterans with blast trauma, where age-related tau accumulation in the cingulate may prove problematic, could potentially utilize a similar strategy.
Conclusions:
In summary, we present evidence of tau accumulation associated with blast neurotrauma in OEF/OIF/OND Veterans. Of note, T807 uptake was associated with number of blast exposures, and not associated with number of blunt TBIs or duration of concussion symptoms. Further work will be necessary to confirm these findings as the tracer used in this study is relatively new and its use in participants of this age group is sparse. Investigation of changes in tracer uptake across time in relation to the evolution of functional deficits may also be informative. 
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